Milwaukee Art Museum

Member Month Scavenger Hunt
Throughout the month of May, we are celebrating all that your support has
made possible in the last year. We invite you to celebrate with us, and engage
with some of your favorite works from the Museum collection while you
complete the following scavenger hunt activity. Return your completed entry
to the box at the exit of the contemporary galleries at the end of your visit.
One complete entry will be randomly selected, and the Member will receive
a Museum Store gift set!

Share the love!

Take a selfie with any
of the following art
works and share on
social with
#MAMinspires.

Please only use a pencil, and refrain from using gallery walls or pedestals as a writing surface.

name
donor id

located on your membership card

email

1. Notice the Details | gallery S108
Jan van Os created this impossible array of flowers—that bloom from early spring to late summer—
to look extraordinarily real. A few insects have even been drawn to the lush blooms.
take a closer look and list how many insects you can find.

2. Time Check! | gallery K101
Duane Hanson’s Janitor is taking a break, but you need to keep moving to get this scavenger hunt
done! Before you rush ahead, please check the time on the janitor’s watch and write it here.

note: to keep our artwork safe, please do not cross the white lines on the floor.

3. On the Edge | gallery K103
Cornelia Parker’s Edge of England is comprised of chalk fragments collected from the base of the
Cliffs of Dover. Find the accession number on the label next to the artwork. It starts with a letter
followed by four digits. These four digits indicate the year in which the artwork came into the
Museum's collection. write down the year that this work came into the collection.

over to continue

4. Selfie Stop! | gallery K100
Michelangelo Pistoletto uses a mirror to invite viewers to become part of the artwork, which makes
this the perfect selfie stop on your tour! Sometimes museum donors generously share long-term loans.
who is the lender of this work of art?
hint: reference the artwork label

5. Milwaukee’s Own | gallery K110
Milwaukee artist Reginald Baylor documents the moment he decided to end his truck-driving career
to pursue his art career full-time in this painting On Duty, Not Driving.
what two trucking company logos does he include in the painting?

6. See What’s New | gallery K109
Do you recognize this painting from the cover of your Member Magazine? Katharina Grosse’s Untitled
is new to the Museum and is the first by a female artist to join our renowned collection of contemporary
German paintings. Known for her vibrant explorations of color density and temperature, Grosse studied
at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf with Gerhard Richter, whose work hangs nearby.
how many colors can you find in the painting?

7. The American LOVE | east end
Step into the Museum’s East End and look out at The American LOVE sculpture. Artist Robert Indiana
is known for having designed what other historic milwaukee icon?

hint: it’s no longer on view, but it was once part of the “mecca.”
note: there is not an exit on the east end, except for emergencies. to view the sculpture up close, make your way
back to windhover hall to exit and walk towards the lake.

Remember to return your completed scavenger hunt for a chance to win a Museum Store
prize! The return box is located as you exit the contemporary gallery into Baumgartner Galleria.
Not a Member yet? Show your love for the Museum by becoming one. Visit the admissions
desk to join on-site today and receive a free Member tote bag.

